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Abstract

Humans frequently have to face complex problems. A classical approach to solve them is to search the solution by means of a trial and error method. This approach is often used with success by artificial systems. However, when facing highly complex problems, it becomes necessary to introduce control knowledge (heuristics) in order to limit the number of trials needed to find the optimal solution. Unfortunately, acquiring and maintaining such knowledge can be fastidious. In this paper, we propose an automatic knowledge revision approach for systems based on a trial and error method. Our approach allows to revise the knowledge off-line by means of experiments. It is based on the analysis of solved instances of the considered problem and on the exploration of the knowledge space. Indeed, we formulate the revision problem as a search problem: we search the knowledge set that maximises the performances of the system on a sample of problem instances. Our knowledge revision approach has been implemented for a real-world industrial application: automated cartographic generalisation, a complex task of the cartography domain. In this implementation, we demonstrate that our approach improves the quality of the knowledge and thus the performance of the system.
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1. Introduction

Since the beginning of Artificial Intelligence, researchers have drawn their inspiration from human behavioral and reasoning capabilities. In particular, the classical “trial and error” resolution methods exhibited by human beings when trying to solve a problem have been adapted and used very early in artificial systems. These methods, combined with the increasing speed of computers, have permitted to solve numerous problems, especially optimisation problems. However, the more complex the problems become, the more numerous the number of trials necessary to find an optimal solution are, and this increase is in most cases exponential. In order to limit the number of trials, one strategy is to provide the system with relevant knowledge about the problem instead of relying on a brute force approach. Indeed, this knowledge, called control knowledge or heuristics, can allow, when relevant, to intelligently guide the system toward the optimal solution and avoid useless trials. Unfortunately, acquiring such knowledge, generally from experts, is a difficult task. Edward Feigenbaum described this issue in 1977 as the knowledge acquisition bottleneck problem [1]. Indeed, the expert knowledge is seldom formalised and its translation into a formalism usable by computers can be very complex. Another issue concerns the evolution of this knowledge. Actually, as new elements (i.e. for instance, new actions to try) are integrated in the system, it is necessary to update the existing knowledge in order to take these elements into account. This update can be a complex process, which requires the appraisal of an expert. It is thus of primary importance to propose methods that would allow a knowledge-based system to revise its knowledge by itself. In this paper, we propose a generic knowledge revision approach dedicated to optimisation problem solver systems based on a specific trial and error approach: the informed tree search strategy. Our approach allows the system to revise its knowledge off-line by means of an exploration of the set of possible values that can be taken by its knowledge (the knowledge space). We propose a specialisation of our approach for knowledge expressed by production rules. In Section 2, we introduce the general context in which our work takes place and the difficulties that we had to face. Section 3 is devoted to the presentation of our knowledge revision approach. Section 4 describes an application of our approach to cartographic generalisation tasks. In this context, a real experiment we carried out, as well as its results, are
presented. Section 5 offers some conclusions and perspectives.

2. Context

2.1. Optimisation problems and solving systems considered

2.1.1. Description of considered optimisation problems

Many real world problems can be expressed as optimisation problems. In this type of problems, the goal of the system is to find, among all possible solutions, the one that maximises an evaluation function. In this paper, we are interested in a family of optimisation problems that consists in finding, by application of actions, the state of an entity that maximises an evaluation function. We formalise this kind of optimisation problems as follows. \( P \) is an optimisation problem that is characterised by:

- \( E_P \): A class of entities
- \( action_P \): a set of actions that can be applied to an entity belonging to \( E_P \). The result of the application of an action is supposed to be non-predictable.
- \( Q_P \): a function that defines the quality of the state of an entity belonging to \( E_P \)

An instance \( p \) of \( P \) is defined by an entity \( e_p \) of the class \( E_P \) characterised by its initial state. Solving \( p \) consists in finding the state \( s \) of \( e_p \) that optimises \( Q_P \), by applying actions from \( action_P \) to the initial state of \( e_p \).

Let us consider the following example. Let \( P_{\text{robot}} \) be an optimisation problem where a robot, considering its initial position in a maze built according to a specific model, seeks to find the exit. \( E_P, action_P \) and \( Q_P \) are defined as follows:

- \( E_{P_{\text{robot}}} \): a kind of robot. A robot of the kind \( E_{P_{\text{robot}}} \) is characterised by its initial position in the maze.
- \( action_{P_{\text{robot}}} \): \textit{move forward}, \textit{turn left}, \textit{turn right}
- \( Q_{P_{\text{robot}}} \): distance separating the robot from the exit of the maze

In this example, an instance \( p_{\text{robot}} \) of \( P_{\text{robot}} \) is characterised by \( e_{p_{\text{robot}}} \), a robot of the kind \( E_{P_{\text{robot}}} \), with an initial position in the maze. Solving \( p_{\text{robot}} \) consists in allowing \( e_{p_{\text{robot}}} \) to find the exit or at least to reach the closest possible position to the exit.
2.1.2. Description of the considered systems

There are many ways to solve such an optimisation problem. In this paper, we are interested in systems that solve them by using a specific trial and error approach: the informed tree search strategy. This strategy consists in searching the best state of the entity by exploring a search tree. The transition from a state of the search tree to another corresponds to the application of an action from \( action_p \). The "informed" aspect comes from the use of control knowledge (e.g. which action to apply) to guide the search tree exploration. This approach is commonly used in Artificial Intelligence. Figure 1 presents an example of state tree. The first artificial intelligence program, "Logic Theorist" [2], dedicated to proving theorems, was based on this type of approach. In order to find the proof of a logic problem, the Logic Theorist explores a state tree in which the root represents the initial hypothesis, and each branch, a deduction based on logic rules. This solving approach is particularly effective in contexts where expert knowledge can be used to guide the exploration process. Indeed, in contrary to optimisation approaches such as simulated annealing [3] or genetic algorithms [4] that allow to find a good solution to a problem without prior knowledge on it, the informed tree search approach requires to define domain specific knowledge to guide the exploration process. When this knowledge is relevant, the systems based on this approach can achieve excellent performances.

In this paper, we are interested in the revision of control knowledge used by systems based on an informed depth-first exploration of state trees. In order to build the state tree, the system carries out an action cycle. Figure 2 presents a classical action cycle.

It begins with the characterisation of the current state of the entity and its
evaluation using the function $Q_P$. Then, the system tests if the current state is good enough or if it is necessary to continue the exploration of other states. If the system decides to continue the exploration, it tests if the current state is valid or not. A valid state is a state whose children have to be explored, an invalid state is a useless state from which it is not necessary to continue the exploration. If the state is not valid, the system backtracks to its previous state; otherwise, the system builds a list of actions to apply. If the action list is empty, the system backtracks to its previous state, otherwise it chooses the best action, applies it, then goes back to the first step. The action cycle ends when the stopping criterion is reached or when all actions have been applied for all valid states.

This generic system uses three types of control knowledge:

- *The action application knowledge* builds, for a current state, the action list, i.e. the list of the actions available in the current state and their application order. The role of this knowledge is to propose only relevant actions for each state, i.e. to avoid proposing actions that lead to uninteresting branches of the tree (ones that contains a priori no better state than the ones already found) and to order them in order to explore in priority the most interesting branches.

- *The validity criterion* determines, with respect to the previously visited
states, if the current state is valid or not. The role of this knowledge is to allow the system to skip uninteresting branches of the tree.

- *The ending cycle criterion* determines, with respect to the previously visited states, if the system action cycle has to continue the exploration or not. The role of this knowledge is to allow the system to stop the exploration when it is a priori not possible to find a state better than the ones already found.

Each type of knowledge can be expressed by one piece of knowledge or by several. For example, a system can integrate one knowledge base that defines, given a particular state, which action to apply or one knowledge base for each action that defines its application domain (when the action has to be applied).

In this paper, we are particularly interested in pieces of knowledge expressed by production rules. This kind of representation is commonly used in domains in which expert knowledge exists. Its interest is to be easily interpretable by domain experts and thus to ease the knowledge validation and update.

A production rule has the following form: *If Condition then Conclusion*

We assert that a set of measures is defined per piece of knowledge. For example, if a system integrates one piece of knowledge per action application domain, a measure set is defined per action. For each piece of knowledge, the conditions of the rules depend on the set of measures linked to the piece of knowledge.

2.2. Related works

The question of automatic revision of control knowledge has already been studied in the literature; in particular, in the context of speedup learning. Speedup learning seeks to improve the efficiency of problem solving systems with experience.

In the research works dedicated to speedup learning, many propose to use domain knowledge in order to ease the learning [5–7]. This knowledge, called domain theory, allows to learn from very few examples. However, this approach has some limitations. The major one is that the quality of the knowledge learnt this way is dependent of the quality of the domain theory. Thus, an incomplete or incorrect domain theory can cause numerous problems. In the context of our knowledge revision problem, it is not possible to
directly use these works. Indeed, we do not have a strong domain theory, just initial knowledge of uncertain quality. Other speedup learning works propose to acquire control knowledge without using domain theory. The most famous is the \textit{LEX} system [8]. This system learns operator application condition by analysing previously solved problem instances. The transition from a particular operator application condition to a more generalised one is done by exploring the version space. The \textit{LEX} system has some limitations, especially concerning the management of noisy data and the learning of disjunctive concepts. Other recent works such as [9] deal with the problems of learning a ranking function for the action application. Our work is in the continuity of the latter works. Our goal is also to allow the system to revise itself its own knowledge by means of experience. However, we propose to take advantage of the analysis of several resolved problem instances at the same time and not examine only a resolved instance at a time. Moreover, we propose to take better account of the interdependence between the different pieces of knowledge. Indeed, sometimes, it is not possible to determine if a piece of knowledge is really defective or if it is another piece of knowledge that is defective and that influences results of the application of the first piece of knowledge [10, 11].

In this paper, we are interested in the revision of knowledge expressed by production rules. Whereas many learning algorithms propose to induce rules from examples labelled by experts, very few allow to take initial rules into account. Among them, some are interested in the inductive knowledge base refinement. The goal of these works is to improve the system expert knowledge base. Most of them make the assumption that the knowledge base is almost valid and that only small improvements are needed [12]. Thus, some approaches propose to improve rule bases only by refining or deleting existing rules without giving the possibility to add new ones [13]. Others do not aim at refining rule bases directly, but aim at supporting the user during the refining process [14]. Many of these works are based on logical operators and thus rarely deal with noisy data [15]. Another drawback of many of these works is the increase of the number of rules [16] that can lead to readability problems. One common point of all these works is that they concern the revision of a unique rule base and do not allow to simultaneously revise several rule bases that depend on various measure sets. Thus, it is not possible to directly apply these approaches to our revision problem when several pieces of knowledge have to be considered at the same time (typically
when one base of rules is defined per actions).

3. Approach proposed

3.1. General approach

As explained in Section 1, our goal is to automatically revise the knowledge of a system based on an informed tree search strategy. The system has already a defined initial knowledge that we propose to take into account for the revision process. Indeed, we state the hypothesis that it is more interesting to revise the existing knowledge that just acquiring new one. Sometimes, the initial knowledge can contain information that cannot be learnt by Machine Learning techniques, such as the time-consuming aspect of some actions, the defects of the evaluation function, etc.

Our approach is based on the analysis of the execution logs. Thus, we propose to give the system capabilities to observe its own behaviour. The interest to give systems such observation capabilities are presented in [17]. We do not seek for on-line knowledge revision, i.e. to revise the control knowledge each time a problem instance is solved by the system. Indeed, we consider situations where it is possible to stop the system execution during several hours (e.g. during the night) to improve the performances of the system. In order to determine when the off-line revision process needs to be triggered, we propose to integrate in the system a diagnosis module able to evaluate on-line the knowledge quality. In this paper, we will not detail this diagnosis module, interest readers can refer to [10, 18].

Our knowledge revision approach is composed of two stages:

- *Exploration stage* consists in logging the process while the system solves a sample of problem instances.

- *Analysis stage* consists in analysing the logs obtained during the previous stage and in using them to revise the knowledge.

The *exploration stage* is independent of the way the knowledge is expressed. On the contrary, the *analysis stage*, which is based on the exploration of the knowledge space, has to be specialised for each type of knowledge representation. As mentioned above, in this paper, we present a specialisation of this stage for knowledge expressed in the form of production rules.
3.2. Exploration stage

The exploration stage is composed of two steps: the selection of a sample of problem instances that will be used for the revision process (Section 3.2.1) and the resolution of these problem instances with a specific knowledge set that will ensure a weak pruning of the state trees (Section 3.2.2).

3.2.1. Problem instance sample selection

In order to retrieve pertinent information from their resolution, the instances belonging to the selected sample have to be versatile enough to be representative of all available instances of the considered problem. However, their number has to be restricted in order to limit the computing time of the revision process: as it is off-line the time is not a hard constraint, but the resolution of a problem instance with a weak pruning introduces a high computational complexity and is very time consuming.

In order to select a representative sample, we proceed as follows:

1. Characterisation of all available instances of the considered problem;
2. Clustering of the instances;
3. Selection of a sample of instances in each cluster.

Characterisation of instances

This step consists in building a characterised instance set by characterising all available instances of the considered problem by a measure set. A key point of this step is to choose the relevant measure set in order to pertinently characterise the instances. This choice has to be made according to the application domain. Feature subset selection techniques such as the one proposed by [19] can be used to select a pertinent subset of measures.

Clustering of the instances

The goal of this step is to divide the available instances into groups composed of similar instances. Defining such groups allow to ensure that all kinds of instances will be represented in the instance sample. The available instances are divided into groups thanks to clustering techniques used on the characterised instance set. Clustering algorithms such as EM [20] can divide a set of objects described by a set of attributes into disjoint clusters. An important point of this step concerns the parameters used for the clustering and in particular, the choice of the group number and of the distance between objects. Concerning the first point, in the literature, several methods allowing to automatically infer the best number of groups...
have been proposed [21, 22]. For the distance choice problem, it is interesting to use domain knowledge to define the distance. In the case where no domain knowledge is available, it is still possible to use classical distances like the Euclidian or the Manhattan ones. Most clustering algorithms allow to compute, from the distance used to divide the objects into groups, the probability for each object to belong to each group. In the context of our sampling method, this probability is used for the selection of instances in each group.

**Instance selection** This last step consists in selecting a sample of instances in each previously formed group. The selected instances are the ones that are the most representative of their group, i.e. the ones that have the highest probability of belonging to their group. The number $n_i$ of instances selected from a group $i$ depends on the expected size of the sample and on the relative size of the group in terms of the number of instances, compared to the total number of instances. The goal is to keep a proportional representation of the group, and, at the same time, to ensure that even the smallest groups are represented in the sample. The number $n_i$ is computed as follows:

$$n_i = \text{Max}([\frac{\text{expected size of the sample} \times \text{nb of instances in the group}_i}{\text{total nb of available instances}} + 0.5], 1)$$

For example, let us consider a problem $P$, for which 100 instances are available. 20 instances of $P$ are needed for the revision process. The clustering algorithm divides the instances in 2 groups, the first one composed of 25 instances, the second one composed of 75 instances. The representative sample will be composed of 5 instances of the first group and 15 instances of the second one.

3.2.2. Resolution with a full-exploration knowledge set and logging

Once a sample of objects has been selected, a resolution process is run on these instances and logged. In order to produce as much information as possible, we propose to use a full-exploration knowledge set for this resolution. We define the notion of full-exploration knowledge set as a knowledge set that allows the system to construct all the possible states that can be visited by all possible knowledge sets for each resolved problem instance. Typically, a full-exploration knowledge set is a knowledge set for which all possible actions are tested for each valid state and for which the ending cycle criterion and the validity criterion are as weak as possible to just ensure the convergence of the
exploration. The full-exploration knowledge set has two interests. First, it ensures to know the best states that can be obtained according to the action set and to know the action sequences to apply to reach them. Secondly, once an instance has been resolved with this knowledge set, it becomes possible for this instance to simulate any possible knowledge set by rearranging the states, without having to build new states i.e. without running again the resolution process. Thus, once the problem instance sample selected during the first step has been resolved with the full-exploration knowledge, it becomes possible to test any knowledge set on this sample with very few computation resources.

3.3. Analysis stage

3.3.1. General revision approach by log analysis

After the exploration stage, we have a sample of problem instances resolved with a full-exploration knowledge set and the associated state trees that compose the log. We are now interested in the use of these state trees in order to revise the knowledge. We propose to formulate the revision problem as a search problem: we will search the knowledge set that maximises the performances of the system. The problem of the system performance evaluation is discussed in the next section (Section 3.3.2). Concerning the search problem, the search space corresponds to the set of values that can take the different pieces of knowledge. In order to reduce the search space, we do not propose to revise all pieces of knowledge at the same time, but by kind of knowledge. For example, to revise the pieces of knowledge that define the constraint priority in a first step, then, in second step, the pieces of knowledge that define the application domain of the actions are revised, and so on. The search approach used to revise each piece of knowledge depends on the nature of the piece. In section 3.3.3, we propose a search approach dedicated to the rule base revision.

3.3.2. Evaluation of the system performance

As stated above, our revision approach consists in searching the knowledge set that maximises the performances of the system.

The system performance can be expressed in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. The effectiveness concerns the quality of the results obtained by the system, i.e. the quality of the best state found. The efficiency concerns the computational cost of the problem instances resolution, i.e. the system speed to carry out the tree search exploration. Good knowledge allows the
system to be both effective and efficient, i.e. to guide the exploration directly toward an optimal state without visiting useless states. However, to maximise both effectiveness and efficiency can be impossible for some applications. Thus, we are in the context of a multi-objective optimisation problem. Several approaches exist to solve such problem. In this work, we chose the simplest one, which consists in aggregating both effectiveness and efficiency in an single objective function. The system performance is then represented by an unique evaluation function. More complex approaches, for example based on multicriteria analysis (e.g. [23, 24]) or on the building of the Pareto set (e.g. [25]), could be studied.

We note \( Perf(S_K, P) \) the function used for evaluating the performance of a system \( S \) while using a knowledge set \( K \) for the solving of all problem instances of the class \( P \). The computation of the function requires solving all instances \( p \) of \( P \). In practice, most of the time, it is impossible to compute \( Perf(S_K, P) \). Indeed, it is rarely possible to solve each \( p \) of \( P \). Thus, for our revision approach, we will just estimate \( Perf(S_K, P_n) \) on the sample of \( n \) problem instances selected and solved during the exploration stage. In fact, in the analysis stage we will search the knowledge set \( K \) that maximises \( Perf(S_K, P_n) \).

The choice of favouring the effectiveness or the efficiency has to be made according to the user needs. In fact, there is no generic performance function \( Perf(S_K, P_n) \). This one has to be specifically defined for each application. As an example, in Section 4.2.3, we describe the evaluation function that we used for our application. The definition of this function can be difficult. In the perspectives section of the paper (Section 5), we come back to this definition problem.

3.3.3. Search approach dedicated to the rule base revision

In this Section, we propose a search approach dedicated to the revision of rule bases. In Section 2.1.2, we asserted that a set of measures is defined per rule base. All predicates of the rules are expressed (only) according to the measures linked to the rule base. Thus, the search space associated to a rule base is the set of the combinations of values that can be assumed by the measures. This search space is infinite as soon as at least one measure returns continuous values. In order to reduce the search space, we propose to divide the measure set space into areas admitting a priori a same behaviour, an area corresponding to the condition of a rule, and the behaviour associated to this area to the conclusion of the rule. Actually, we state the hypothesis
that the ideal behaviour of the system is not chaotic, so that continuous subspaces of the measure set space exist in which this ideal behaviour is constant. Thus, our approach consists in trying to determine these areas that admit a homogenous ideal behaviour of the system (i.e. homogeneous conclusions of the rules), based on an analysis of the successes and failures encountered when resolving the instances sample. For example, consider a system that can propose only the action $A$ that depends on a measure set composed of only one real measure $M$. An example of partitioning can be to decompose the domain of $M$ (and thus the measure set space of $A$) into two areas: $(M < 0)$ and $(M \geq 0)$. The revision problem then consists in assigning the best possible conclusion to each area of each piece of knowledge. We call solution, a complete assignment of conclusions for the considered areas (a conclusion is assigned to each area). Our approach is composed of four steps as presented in Figure 3. The first one consists in building, from the logs (i.e. from the state trees associated with the generalised sample objects), example sets that translate the ideal behaviour of each rule base. The second step consists in partitioning the measures set of each rule base in areas that admit a priori a homogenous decision to apply (conclusion of the rule). The third step consists in searching by the mean of a local search the best conclusion to assign to each area. The last step consists in simplifying the rule bases by rule aggregation.

**Step 1: construction of the example sets** The construction of the example sets is achieved by analysing the state trees obtained during the exploration stage. An example set is build per rule base. An example corresponds to one state of a state tree. It is composed of $n$ predictors and a label. The predictors are the measures associated with the rule base, and the label is the decision assessed as the good one for this experienced state. For example, in the case of a rule base concerning the application domain of an action, the decision can be ”apply this action” or ”do not apply any action”. The method used for the construction of the example sets has been described in [26]. It first consists in extracting the best paths from each state tree. A best path is a sequence of at least two states, which has the root of a tree (or of a sub-tree) for initial state and the best state of this tree (or sub-tree) for final state. Then, from each state of each best path, an example is built that contains the relevant information, depending on the rule base under revision.

For example, concerning the action application knowledge, if a state belongs to a best path and if the application of an action leads to another state
of the same best path, the ideal decision is "apply this action". Figure 4 gives a simplified example of the example set built from the resolution of a problem instance with two actions $Act_1$ and $Act_2$.

**Step 2: partitioning of the measure set space** The second step of our approach requires to partition the measures set into disjoint areas. Each area corresponds to the *condition* of a production rule. One constraint of this partitioning is to take the initial rules into account. Initial rules already form a partitioning of the measures space for which each area admits one conclusion. In order to take initial rules into account, we impose that each so-obtained area be a sub-area of an initial area, *i.e.* that a rule defining a final area be either one of the initial rules or a specialisation of one of the initial rules. The interest of this constraint is to keep the possibility to obtain rules similar to the initial rules after the revision process. The partitioning approach that we propose consists in learning a new partitioning from the example set thanks to supervised Machine Learning techniques and in combining it with the partitioning formed by the initial rules. Several algorithms such as C4.5 [27] or RIPPER [28] can be used to learn a new partitioning. The learnt partitioning is independent of the initial rules and is
Figure 4: Example of a built example set

based on the experience (the example set). The areas obtained by it are thus homogenous according to the experience. At this stage of the partitioning process, we have two partitionings of the same measure space: one coming from the initial knowledge and the other from the experience. We state the hypothesis that each partitioning contains pertinent pieces of information that are not contained in the other one. Indeed, as stated in Section 3.1, we assume that the initial knowledge can contain information that cannot be learnt by Machine Learning techniques. Thus, we propose to not only consider the learnt partitioning but to combine the two partitioning together. We then specialise the partitioning formed by the initial rules by combining it to this new partitioning (Figure 5). In practice, we propose to independently partition each initial area (formed by an initial rule) by combining it with the set of new areas. The method used to partition an initial area and thus to specialise an initial rule is the following one. First, the initial area is combined with a first new area. Then, the result of this combination, which is a partition of the initial area, is combined with a second new area, and so on until the result has been combined with all areas of the new partitioning.

It is possible to compute the maximum number of areas that can be obtained at the end the partitioning process. Let $RB$ be a rule base linked
We defined two partitioning for the RB: \( P_a \) and \( P_b \). We note \( nb_{intvls}(P, m) \) the function returning the number of intervals for the measure \( m \) defined by the partitioning \( P \). For example, in Figure 5, the partitioning formed by the initial rule base does not decompose \( M_1 \) in any interval (this measure is not used by the initial rule base) and decompose the measure \( M_2 \) in 2 intervals \((-\infty, 5]\) and \([5, \infty[\). The learnt partitioning decomposed the measure \( M_1 \) in 2 intervals \((-\infty, 4]\) and \([4, \infty[\) and the measure \( M_1 \) in 2 intervals \((-\infty, 3]\) and \([3, \infty[\). The maximum number of areas that can be obtained by combining the two partitioning \( P_a \) and \( P_b \) is bound by:

\[
nb_{areas}(P_a, P_b) \leq \prod_{m \in MS} [nb_{intvls}(P_a, m) + nb_{intvls}(P_b, m) - 1]
\]

**Step 3: conclusion assignments by local search** Once the partitioning carried out, the next step of our approach consists in assigning the best possible conclusion to each area obtained at the end of the previous step. We call *solution* a complete assignment of conclusions for each area of the measured set linked to the rule base considered. We formalise the conclusion assignment problem as an optimisation problem in which we search, for a given system \( S \), the solution \( sol \) among the possible solutions set \( Sol \) that maximises the performance of the system (presented Section 3.3.2). According to the fact that, for each area, we have to assign a conclusion among a
set of conclusions $Concl$, the size of the solution space (size of $Sol$) is equals to $|Concl|^{\text{numberofareas}}$. We remind that the revision can concern several rule bases, and thus several area sets, at the same time (e.g. the action application knowledge). Therefore, the number of areas can be very high. To help this search, we dispose of an initial solution (the initial rule base) that is often good. There are numerous methods to solve a problem of this kind. Due to the size of the solution space, it is impossible to use a complete search approach. Thus, we use an incomplete approach. Indeed, in order to solve this problem, we propose to use a local search algorithm. The principle of this kind of algorithm is to start with an initial solution and to try to improve it, step by step, by exploring its neighbourhood. Most of the time, these algorithms are very effective for this kind of exploration problem. There are numerous local search algorithms such as hillclimbing, tabusearch [29] or simulatedannealing [3] that can be used to solve this problem. In the context of our off-line revision process, the efficiency of the search method is not a major issue. Thus, it is preferable to use methods allowing to avoid to be stuck at local optimum like the tabusearch or the simulatedannealing rather than a simple hill − climbing. Concerning the choice between these two methods, the experiments we carried out showed similar results. In this paper, we propose to use the tabusearch. Local search approaches require to define the notion of neighbourhood of a solution. For our problem, we define it as the set of solutions for which only one of the areas has its conclusion value changed. Concerning the parameters specific to the tabusearch, we have to define an ending criterion and the size of the tabu list. In out context, we chose a simple criterion: the exploration process stops after 1 minute. This time was high enough to converge toward a best solution in all the experiments we carried out. For the size of the tabu list, we propose to link it with the number of areas. Thus, the size of the tabu list is computed with the following formulae:

$$\text{TabuList}_{\text{size}} = 1 + \frac{\text{numberofareas}}{4}$$

Remark that other types of neighbourhood and parameter values can be used. The ones we proposed gave good results during the experiments we carried out, however a deeper study is needed.

**Step 4: rule base simplification**

The exploring step allows to assign a good conclusion to each area. The last step of our approach consists in simplifying the obtained (revised) rules bases by merging the areas. The
The goal of this step is to improve the readability of the rule bases as well as their generalisation capacity. Thus, two kinds of merging are done: merging between areas admitting the same conclusion (to make the rule base more readable) and merging between areas that do not admit the same conclusion (to generalise the rule base). At each iteration, two areas are merged in order to form a bigger one. Two areas which admit different conclusions can be merged. In this case, both conclusions are tested for the area obtained after merging. If the performances of the system were better before the merging, this one is cancelled and another merging is tested. Otherwise, the conclusion kept is the one that maximise the performances of the system. The performances of the system are computed by the same evaluation function as the one used during the conclusion assignment step (Section 3.3.2). However, in order to avoid the overfitting problem, we propose to use a method inspired by the one used for the post-pruning of decision trees [30]. Thus, we propose to divide the sample of problem instances selected and solved during the exploration stage in two sub-samples: two thirds of the problem instances are used for the conclusion assignment step, and the last third is used for the simplification step.

Figure 6 gives an example of simplification: in a first iteration, the area defined by the rule "if \( M_1 > 3 \) and \( M_2 > 3 \) and \( M_2 \leq 5 \) then apply action \( Act_1 \)” is merged with the area defined by the rule "if \( M_1 > 3 \) and \( M_2 \leq 3 \) then apply action \( Act_1 \)”. The resulting area is defined by the rule "if \( M_1 > 3 \) and \( M_2 \leq 5 \) then apply action \( Act_1 \)”. In a second iteration, the area defined by the rule "if \( M_1 \leq 3 \) and \( M_2 > 3 \) then apply action \( Act_1 \)” is merged with the area defined by the rule "if \( M_1 \leq 3 \) and \( M_2 \leq 3 \) then apply action \( Act_2 \)”. The resulting area is defined by the rule "if \( M_1 \leq 3 \) then apply action \( Act_1 \)”.
3.4. Theoretical justification of the approach and comparison with existing ones

The general principle of our approach is to search the knowledge base that optimises an evaluation function estimated on a sample of problem instances. Concerning the rule base revision, the knowledge base can only be modified during two steps: the conclusion assignments step (step 3) and the rule base simplification step (step 4). During these two steps, each modification of the knowledge base is assessed by the evaluation function. Indeed, only modifications that do not deteriorate the value of this function are taken into account. So, after revision, the value of the evaluation function will inevitably be equal or higher than before revision. Thus, ensuring that the evaluation function is in total adequacy with the user needs and that the problem instance sample used by the revision process is perfectly representative of all instances of the considered problem allows to guarantee that the knowledge base obtained after revision is better than the initial one.

Our approach allows to improve the performance of problem solving systems with experience. In this context, it is in the continuity of the speedup learning approaches. However, while most of speedup learning approaches [5, 6] do not provide the system with the ability to solve new problem instances (just improve the system efficiency), our approach allows it to infer new knowledge. Moreover, unlike many speed up learning approaches, it does not require a domain theory [5–7] and allows to manage noisy data [8]—which is particularly important in the context of systems that apply actions which results are non-predictable. In addition, our approach can be applied to revise different kinds of control knowledge and not only knowledge related to action application order [9]. At last, our approach allows to revise the knowledge and not just to add new pieces of knowledge allowing the system to be more efficient. Our approach can also be compared to case-based reasoning. Systems based on cased-based reasoning solve new problem instances by using solutions of similar past problem instances. Numerous works such as [31] dealt with the revision and the reorganisation of the knowledge in this kind of systems. The main difference between case-based reasoning and our approach concerns the type of knowledge considered. Indeed, in case-based reasoning, the knowledge is represented by a set of solved cases, while it is represented as sets of rules in our proposal.
4. Application to cartographic generalisation

4.1. Context of the application

4.1.1. Automatic cartographic generalisation

We implemented our knowledge revision approach in the domain of cartographic generalisation. Cartographic generalisation is a process that aims at decreasing the level of details of geographic data in order to produce a map at a given scale (smaller than the reference scale of the initial data). The goal of this process is to ensure the readability of the map while keeping the essential information of the initial data. The cartographic generalisation is not a simple map reduction; it requires to apply numerous operations such as object scaling, displacements and eliminations. Figure 7 gives an example of cartographic generalisation.

The automation of the generalisation process from vector geographic databases is an interesting industrial application context. Indeed, this problem is far from being solved. Moreover, it directly interests the mapping agencies that wish to improve their map production lines. At last, the multiplication of web sites allowing to create one's own map increases the needs of reliable and effective automatic generalisation processes. The problem of the generalisation automation is complex. One approach to solve it is to use a local, step-by-step and knowledge-based method [32–34]: each vector object of the database (representing a building, a road segment, etc.) is modified by application of a sequence of generalisation algorithms realising atomic transformations. The sequence of algorithms is not predetermined but built on the fly for each object according to control knowledge, depending on its characteristics and the measured effects of the algorithms on it. This approach implies to manage a knowledge base. In particular, it requires
to adapt the knowledge when new elements such as new generalisation algorithms are integrated in the generalisation systems or when the user needs (the map specifications) change. Nowadays, this knowledge adaptation is done "manually" by generalisation experts and is often long and fastidious. Indeed, it requires facing the problem of knowledge collecting and formalising [33]. Thus, it is interesting to give the system capabilities to revise by itself its own knowledge base. Several works have already used Machine Learning to learn relevant control knowledge [33, 35, 36] but only few have proposed to automatically revise existing knowledge. Among them, Burghardt and Neun [37] proposes to use previously generalised objects to build a case base. Concerning the rule base revision, the only work that we are aware of is [38]. It proposes to use experience to learn new rules that are added to the system. Contrarily to our work, this work does not propose to revise existing rules, but only to add new ones. Thus, even if an initial rule is not pertinent, this one cannot be removed or modified.

4.1.2. The generalisation system

The generalisation system that we use for our experiment is based on the AGENT model. This model, which is well-established in the generalisation community, originates in [39] and was used during the AGENT European Project [40]. The AGENT model has been described in details in [34]. In this model, objects of the vector geographic database to generalise (roads, buildings, etc) are modelled as agents. The geographic agents manage their own generalisation, choosing and applying generalisation algorithms (actions) to themselves. The generalisation of the agents is guided by a set of constraints that translate the specifications of the desired cartographic product. An example of constraint is, for a building agent, to be sufficiently big to be readable. In addition, constraints have the role of computing for their associated agent, for each state, a list of actions to try. For example, if the size constraint of a building assesses that the agent is too small, it will propose a scaling action to the agent. Each constraint has a level of satisfaction ranged between 1 (constraint not satisfied at all) to 10 (constraint perfectly satisfied). For each state, the agent computes its own satisfaction as the sum of each constraint satisfaction weighted by their importance. To satisfy its constraints as well as possible, a geographical agent carries out a cycle of actions during which it tests several actions proposed by its constraints in order to reach a perfect state (where all of its constraints are perfectly satisfied) or at least the best possible state. The action cycle results in an in-
formed exploration of a state tree. Each state represents the geometric state of considered geographic objects. The action cycle used is the one presented in Figure 2. Figure 8 gives an example of a state tree obtained with the generalisation system.

4.2. Settings of our test case

The knowledge revision method described in Section 3 has been implemented in a research platform based on Clarity (1Spatial), resulting in a prototype for knowledge revision associated to the AGENT generalisation model. In this section, we report on one of the experiments carried out in order to assess this knowledge revision method. This test case focuses on the generalisation of urban space. Generalising the urban space is a complex problem. It requires to manage a high density of data. The use of different levels of analysis has proven to be a good solution for dealing with this complexity. Several works were interested in the definition of these levels of analysis [39, 41, 42]. In this test case, we concentrate on the analysis level of the building groups defined by [43]: a building group is a space composed of a set of ”close” buildings belonging to the same building block (space surrounded by a minimum cycle of roads). The initial data are stemming from BD TOPO, the 1m resolution database of the French NMA (reference scale approximately 1:15 000). The target scale is 1:50 000. The choice of this class of agents and of this target scale is due to the difficulty to define good knowledge for their generalisation. Actually, the generalisation of
building groups poses efficiency and effectiveness problems. The generalisation algorithms used to generalise them are often time consuming. Thus, it is important to find a good state while exploring few states. Now, defining knowledge allowing this is particularly complex.

4.2.1. Defined generalisation constraints and available generalisation algorithms

In this section, we present the constraints and the actions used for our experiments. We defined, with the contribution of generalisation experts, six constraints and five actions for building group agents:

• **Proximity constraint**: this constraint states that the buildings should not be too close to each others, neither to close to the roads. It is assessed by computing distances between neighbouring buildings and roads, following [44]. This constraint can propose building removal and displacement actions:
  
  – **Building displacement action**: this action displaces buildings that have proximity problems. It is based on the displacement algorithm proposed by [44].
  
  – **Local building removal action**: this action removes buildings according to a local context. It removes in priority the buildings that have the most serious overlapping problems. The algorithm of this action is presented in [11].
  
  – **Building removal/displacement action**: this action selects the building that has the most serious proximity problems and removes it. If another building is close to the removed one, it is displaced in order to be closer to the removed building. This action is based on the displacement algorithm proposed by [39].

**Building satisfaction constraint**: this constraint states that buildings composing the building group should individually satisfy their internal constraints. It is assessed by analysing the individual satisfaction of the buildings. This constraint can propose a building generalisation action:

  – **Building generalisation action**: this action triggers the individual generalisation of the building agents composing the building group.
Density constraint: this constraint states that the building density should not be too high in comparison to the initial building density. It is assessed by comparing the black/white ratios at the current state and at the initial state. This constraint can propose a building removal action:

- Global building removal action: this action removes buildings according to the global context. It removes in priority buildings that have the less space to move. This action is based on the algorithm proposed by [39].

Spatial distribution constraint: this constraint states that the current building spatial distribution should be close to the initial building spatial distribution. It is assessed by checking that no empty space have appeared where there were buildings initially.

Big buildings preservation constraint: this constraint states that buildings, having an area bigger than a threshold, should not be removed. It is assessed by comparing the number of big buildings at the current state and at the initial state.

Corner buildings preservation constraint: this constraint states that buildings located in a corner of roads should not be removed. It is assessed by comparing the number of corners, in which there are buildings, at the current state and at the initial state. This constraint is presented in [11].

The last two constraints represent a partial expression of the expectation that most important buildings of the group should be preserved. It can be noticed that no action is associated with the spatial distribution, big buildings preservation and corner buildings preservation constraints. These constraints are used by the system only to reject states of which the degree of violation would be too high.

4.2.2. Initial knowledge set

For our experiment, we defined three different initial knowledge sets: one ensuring to find the best possible state for each generalised building group (but of much too high computational complexity), and two others defined by experts. The experts defined their knowledge sets with the help of tools allowing them to manually test the actions, to display measures values for a given agent state, to generalise geographical agents with the AGENT system including different pieces of knowledge and to visualise the resulting states.
trees. In order to tune the control knowledge, they carried out their experiments with building groups localised inside the town of Orthez (South-west of France). This town is composed of 280 building groups. The three knowledge sets are described as follows:

- **Most effective knowledge set**: knowledge set derived from the full-exploration knowledge set. For each generalised building group, this knowledge set ensures to find the best possible state considering the constraints and the available actions proposed by them. Nevertheless, it requires to explore many states per generalisation and is thus not efficient at all. This efficiency problem leads to the impossibility to use this knowledge set for real application.

- **Cartographic expert knowledge set**: knowledge set defined by an expert on cartography but not on the AGENT model. The heuristic used by the expert while defining this knowledge set was to search in priority to define an effective knowledge set. Then, he tried to improve the efficiency of its knowledge set by adding knowledge related to the pruning of the states trees.

- **AGENT model expert knowledge set**: knowledge set defined by an expert on both cartography and the AGENT model. The heuristic used by the expert while defining this knowledge set is the same as the one used by the previous expert: the expert searched in priority to define an effective knowledge set. Then, he tried to improve the efficiency of its knowledge set by adding knowledge related to the pruning of the states trees.

### 4.2.3. Revision parameters and test protocol

The implementation of our approach requires to choose three algorithms and to define a performance function. Our general algorithm choice approach was to choose well-established and well-known algorithms. Thus, for the instance selection part (Section 3.2.1), which consists in choosing a sample of building groups, we used the EM algorithm [20] to divide the building groups into cluster. We used the C4.5 algorithm [27] to learn rules for our partitioning method, and the tabusearch [29] for our conclusion assignment approach. The function $\text{Perf}(S_K, \text{Obj})$ was defined empirically by means of experiments with different knowledge sets and different building groups.
(not the ones used during this test case, in order to avoid risks of overfitting). We were considering the situation of a production line, where the most important is to obtain good cartographic results and where it is possible to retouch manually (by technicians) some generalised building groups. We used the following $Perf(S_K, Obj)$ function:

$$Perf(S_K, Obj) = \frac{4 \times \text{Effectiveness}(S_K, Obj) + \text{Efficiency}(S_K, Obj)}{5}$$

This function favours the effectiveness of the system over its efficiency thanks to factor 4. The value of this factor was defined with the help of a generalisation expert. The expert analysed the results obtained with different knowledge sets on several datasets in terms of efficiency and effectiveness and chose, from this analyse, a value for the effectiveness factor. Of course, this value can be changed to reflect the needs of the user. Approaches such as [45] can be used to adjust the weights.

The effectiveness evaluation function has been defined as follows:

$$\text{Effectiveness}(S_K, Obj) = \left(\frac{4 \times \text{FirstQuartile}(S_K, Obj) + \text{Mean}(S_K, Obj)}{20}\right)^2$$

This function allows to take the mean satisfaction of the generalised object into account and to balance this result by the value of the satisfaction first quartile. The interest of this weighting comes from the fact that it is preferable for the mapping agencies to obtain three quarters of well generalised objects and one quarter of bad-generalised objects (that can be retouched by technicians) rather than obtaining average homogeneous results (which requires much more retouches). The factor 1/20 is used to normalise the value of this function. Actually, we remind that the satisfaction of a geographic agent is ranged between 1 to 10. We add a power 2 in order to accentuate the difference between values. Indeed, in terms of satisfaction, a good result for our application scenario (building group that does not need to be retouched) corresponds to a value higher than 9. A value lower than 8 corresponds to a non-acceptable generalisation result.

Concerning the efficiency evaluation function, we used the following one:

$$\text{Efficiency}(S_K, Obj) = \frac{\text{NbStates}(S_K, Obj)}{3} \times \left(\frac{1}{\sqrt[5]{\text{NbStates}(S_K, Obj) - 1}}\right)$$

The choice of this efficiency function can be explained by the wish that the efficiency function covers a large range of values (on the interval [0,1])
for values of mean number of states ranged between 10 to $\infty$. Actually, for our application scenario, we have empirically defined that a mean number of visited states of 10 can be considered as a very good result in terms of efficiency (\textit{Efficiency} value higher than 0.64). A number of states ranges between 10 to 15 can be considered as a good result in terms of efficiency (\textit{Efficiency} value ranged between 0.52 and 0.64); a number of states ranged between 15 to 25, an average result (\textit{Efficiency} value ranged between 0.38 and 0.52); a number of states higher than 30 is not acceptable in terms of efficiency for a real application (\textit{Efficiency} value lower than 0.33).

Concerning the test protocol, we used 50 building groups to revise the three initial knowledge sets. These 50 building groups were selected by our object sample selection approach in the same area as the one used by the experts to tune their knowledge sets (the town of Orthez). We then assessed the initial knowledge sets and their revised versions on the 200 building groups contained in another town of the South-West of France, namely Salies-de-Barb.

4.2.4. Results

Figure 9 shows the results, obtained with the initial and revised knowledge sets in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. One point represents a generalised building group. The y-coordinate corresponds to the generalised building group satisfaction (the system effectiveness) and the x-coordinate to the number of states visited to generalise the building group (the system efficiency). Ideally, all points (i.e. generalised building groups) should be located in the top-left corner. This figure shows as well diagrams representing the distribution of the final satisfactions. Figure 10 gives an example of cartographic results.

Firstly, we can notice the difficulties of defining a knowledge set that will ensure both the effectiveness and the efficiency of the generalisation system. Indeed, even with a good command of the AGENT model, it is not easy to define a knowledge set that is both effective and efficient for all geographic objects. This is shown by the presence of a high number of light grey squares on the bottom right parts of the diagram on Figure 9c (satisfaction lower than 8 and number of visited states higher than 30). The AGENT model expert defined a good knowledge set (better than the one defined by the cartographic expert in terms of effectiveness) but not a perfect one. Whereas this knowledge set permits the acquisition of good cartographic results (most squares above the threshold of 9 on Figure 9c, few errors in Figure 10c), it is
Figure 9: System effectiveness and efficiency: comparison results between the initial knowledge sets and the revised ones.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial data (without symbolisation)</th>
<th>Initial knowledge set</th>
<th>Revised knowledge set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Most effective knowledge set</strong> (a)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Initial Knowledge Set (a)" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Revised Knowledge Set (a)" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Knowledge set defined by the cartographic expert</strong> (b)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Initial Knowledge Set (b)" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Revised Knowledge Set (b)" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Knowledge set defined by the AGENT model expert</strong> (c)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Initial Knowledge Set (c)" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Revised Knowledge Set (c)" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- ◼ Proximity/density problem
- ○ Building not generalised

Figure 10: Example of cartographic results
The cartographic expert whose effort favoured obtaining good efficiency came up short in terms of effectiveness (light grey diamonds to low in Figure 9b). Actually, the corresponding cartographic results (Figure 10b) suffer from several problems: several buildings were not generalised while density and proximity problems are evident. As to the results obtained with the most effective knowledge set (Figures 9a and 10a), we can remark that the results are very good in terms of effectiveness but quite poor in terms of efficiency. Actually, the mean number of visited states is close to 150 per generalisation. This number is far too high to consider using this knowledge set for a real world application.

With regard to the result obtained after revision, we see that in all cases they are good—both in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. Essentially, for the most effective knowledge set, if the results are slightly less good in terms of effectiveness, they are far better in terms of efficiency. Remember, for each generalised building group, the most effective knowledge set ensures finding the best possible state considering the constraints and the available actions proposed. Therefore, after revision, it was not possible to obtain better results in terms of effectiveness. Recall also that before the revision, the most effective knowledge set was not usable for real applications due to its efficiency problems. The revision allowed dividing the mean number of visited states per generalisation by a factor of 10 and thus rendering it perfectly usable. For the knowledge set defined by the cartographic expert, the results are better in terms of both efficiency and effectiveness (Figure 9b). The effectiveness is the most improved, notably, after revision; no more buildings remain ungeneralised (Figure 10b). For the knowledge set defined by the AGENT expert, we observe that the quality in terms of effectiveness is very close for both initial and revised knowledge sets. Nevertheless, the revision process allowed for great improvement in the system’s efficiency: actually, the mean number of visited states per generalisation was divided by a factor 2 (Figure 9c). Comparing the results attained with the three revised knowledge sets, we notice that they all achieved results that were very close in terms of efficiency. Their mean number of visited states was lower than 13, and thus lower than the threshold value of 15—which marks the limit between a good and an average result in terms of efficiency. The best cartographic results were achieved while using the revised version of the knowledge set defined by the AGENT expert, which was the best of the three initial knowledge sets. This experiment shows that if it is possible to obtain good knowledge sets
when revising bad knowledge sets, it is possible to get even better results when revising good knowledge sets.

4.2.5. Conclusion of the presented experiment

In this section, we have presented an experiment carried out for the generalisation of building groups with the AGENT model.

This experiment shows that defining a knowledge set that allows the system to be both effective and efficient is very complex. Our experts successfully defined good knowledge in terms of effectiveness. Nevertheless, they did not succeed in introducing pruning knowledge in order to improve the efficiency of the system while ensuring the cartographic quality of the results. Between our two experts, one chose to ensure the quality of the cartographic result at the expense of the efficiency of the system (the AGENT expert). The other one tried to improve the efficiency by introducing strict pruning knowledge but deteriorated greatly the cartographic quality of the results (the cartographic expert).

The results obtained with our revision approach shows that it allows to answer the problem of the definition of a both effective and efficient knowledge set. Actually, the three knowledge sets obtained after revision allowed to obtain good generalisation results both in terms of efficiency and in terms of effectiveness.

This experiment showed as well that our revision approach allows to take the specificities of the initial knowledge into account. Actually the revision from the knowledge set defined by the AGENT expert (which is the best initial knowledge set of the three) allowed to obtain the best knowledge set after revision. An explanation is that the revision process preserved some pertinent elements defined by the AGENT expert that could not be acquired directly by the experience (i.e. from the logs generated during the exploration stage). Thus, it appears particularly interesting to revise existing knowledge rather than just trying to acquire directly new knowledge. This result confirms our initial hypothesis (Section 3.1).

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have underlined the interest of integrating an automatic module of knowledge revision inside a problem solving system based on an informed tree search strategy. We have proposed a generic approach for the revision of the control knowledge based on logs analysis. We developed a
specialisation of this approach allowing to revise knowledge expressed in the form of production rules. We have assessed this method by implementing it in the context of cartographic generalisation and by carrying out an experiment with the AGENT model for the generalisation of building groups. This experiment has showed that our revision approach can allow the system to improve the initial control knowledge in terms of efficiency or/and effectiveness. It also confirms our initial hypothesis that it is interesting to take the initial knowledge into account and to revise it rather than just acquiring new knowledge.

Our approach can be applied to other kinds of geographic objects and to other scales. Carrying experiments for other geographic objects could allow to test our approach in a more intensive manner and to study its limits. In the same way, as our approach is generic, it can be applied to other systems based on an informed tree search strategy. The implementation of our approach for other systems could require adapting our approach to other kinds of knowledge. In particular, adaptations could be proposed to revise knowledge expressed in other formalisms than production rules. In this context, proposing a specific approach for knowledge expressed by fuzzy logic based on this logic mathematical properties (see [46]) could be particularly interesting.

As mentioned in Section 3.4, ensuring that the evaluation function is in total adequacy with the user needs and that the problem instance sample used by the revision process is perfectly representative of all instances of the considered problem allows to guarantee that the knowledge obtained after revision is better than the initial one. In practice, it is difficult to ensure these two points. Concerning the representativeness of the sample, in Section 3.2.1, we proposed a method to automatically select a sample of problem instances. This method is based on the utilisation of a clustering technique. A key point of our method, in addition to the choice of the clustering algorithm, concerns the choice of the measure set used to characterise the problem instances. If the measure set is not pertinent, the clustering will be bad, and thus the select problem instance sample will be not representative of all the problem instances. Different methods proposed in the literature can be used to evaluate the measure set [11, 47]. Concerning the evaluation of the system performances, we already stated the difficulty of designing such performance function (Section 3.3.2). Indeed, if the user can easily determine if a given result is good enough, the lack of formalisation of its needs make the design of the evaluation function complex. Thus, an interesting future
work will consist in developing methods to help users design this function. A first approach that could be used to face this problem consists in directly using machine learning techniques. Thus, a sample of solved instances of the considered problem would be proposed to an expert. This one would give an effectiveness mark, an efficiency mark and a global performance mark to each of the results. These marks would be then used to learn an effectiveness function, an efficiency function as well as a performance function depending on the two previous marks. A second approach, more complex, could consist in designing the performance function thanks to an active learning. Thus, it could be interesting to use as a base the approaches presented in [48] and in [49]. The system would present several samples of results (resolved with different knowledge sets) to the expert. This one could define which one contains the best results and add commentaries about them through a dedicated interface. The system would then use these commentaries to refine the effectiveness function, the efficiency function and the performance function and to choose new result samples to present to the expert. In that case, the learning would be the result of a form of participatory design, emerging from the dialogue between the expert and the system.
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